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Craft [Kraft, Krahft]
Noun

i. An art, trade, or occupation requiring skill in making

things by hand.

IMAGINE. INVENT. CRAFT. SERVE.
Before you take that first sip, take a moment to consider your 

drink. In the depths, you’ll find adventure, endeavour and 

honest hard work. Imagination come to life through sleepless 

nights and long mornings. Failed attempts and incremental 

improvements, minutes, hours, days, weeks.

From field to still, cask to shaker, our bar to your table. Ancient 

recipes, family traditions, methods, skills, accidents, revisions. 

The craftsman’s hard work is the drinker’s good fortune.

At The Bank, our craft is the cocktail. Beautiful spirits,

homemade cordials, innovative infusions. Shaken, swizzled,

stirred and thrown.

GOOD HEALTH, GOOD FORTUNE, GOOD LIQUOR.
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Cocktails.

£7.50

£7.95

£7.95

MOJITO
Havana 3 Year Rum + Simple Syrup +
Fresh Mint + Lime + Topped With Soda

Teller�
£8.50

Lychee Liqueur + Lemon Grass +
Grey Goose + Cherry and Apricot

Liqueur + Pineapple Juice

Gordon's Pink Gin + Chambord +
Egg White + House Sweet And Sour Mix

Bank
Bramble

frozen
account
Havana 3 Year Rum

+ Homemade Syrup Of Choosing

+ Desired Bitters

Strawberry, Passion Fruit Or Summer Berry



Kraken Dark Rum + Falernum

+ Angosturra Bitters

+ Fresh Lime + Ginger Beer

£8.50

dark &
stormy 

Tanqueray 10 + Cherry Brandy

+ Cointreau + Pineapple Juice + Grenadine

£7.95

Vanilla Vodka + Passion fruit puree +
Passoa + Lime juice, Sugar syrup & topped with Prosecco 

£8.95

SingaporeSling 

Bombay Sapphire + Blue Curacao

+ Simple Syrup + Fresh Berries

£7.50

french
Chambord

+ St. Germain + Tanqueray 10

+ Fresh Pineapple Juice

£7.50

Lace

GLUTEN

FREE

Martini



Zombie 
Bacardi Gold + Appleton Estate Rum

+ Falernum + Fresh Lime

+ Grapefruit Juice

Edinburgh Rhubarb And

Ginger Gin + Extra Dry Martini

+ House Sweet And Sour

£9.50

Bombay Sapphire Gin

+ Port Reduction + Passion Fruit Puree

+ Fresh Mint Leaves + Ginger Beer

£8.00

£7.95

£7.95

RHUBARB
 GINGER
MARTINI
&

Invictus

Jameson Caskmates Or Disaronno

+ Egg White + House Sweet & Sour

+ Angostura Bitters

£8.50

whiskey  
Amarettosour

Or

Double Shot Of House Espresso

+ Grey Goose Orange + Sugar Syrup + Kahlua

T E R RY ’ S
chocolate
orange
espresso 





Ireland
Dingle  42.5%  £4.95
This is a very well made gin and has a classic London dry gin character. Distilled in pot stills with

a range of botanicals including Rowan Berry, Fuscia, Bog Myrtle, Heather, Chervil and Hawthorn.

Drumshanbo Gunpowder  43%   £5.95
A hand-crafted gin made in the Shed Distillery, Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim, Oriental Botanicals

(berries and roots) and locally foraged Meadowsweet are added to a traditional medieval style

still and only allowed to soak for 30 minutes max while the vapor infusion is being prepared.

Jawbox  43%   £4.50
In the heartland of the Ards Peninsula near Belfast lies a distillery that is as unique in both its

ambition and in the techniques it employs. The 300 acre Echlinville Estate is home to both the distillery

and the fields were the grain was grown and harvested. The gin journey is completed with the addition

and balancing of 10 carefully selected botanicals, 3 of which are vapor infused for optimal flavour.

Jawbox Rhubarb & Ginger  43%   £4.50
A classic combination, sweet and tangy Rhubarb is balanced with warming ginger for a perfect

balance of flavours.

Jawbox Pineapple & Ginger  42%   £4.50
The Jawbox Pineapple & Ginger Gin is expertly balanced, the perfect combination of sweet

and spice, married with the unique botanicals of their classic gin.

Shortcross  46%    £4.50
Brewed in the Rademon Estate just outside Downpatrick. Wild clover gives a delicate essence

of wild meadows, elderflowers & elderberries combine to create both uplifting floral notes and

smooth sweet flavours, while our local green apples contribute fresh aromas and lively sweet notes.

Boatyard gin  40%    £4.50
An eloquent Irish dry gin with notes of juniper citrus crush and floral sweetness

Mor Irish gin  40%    £4.50
Sharp sweetness from juniper and lemon perfectly complemented by hints of rosemary

Mor pineapple gin  40%    £6.25
This limited edition gin contains the same botanicals as the original mor with emphasis

on one extra botanical in pineapple

Old Carrick mill  40%    £4.50
Small batch gin made from natural spring water in monaghan with hints of juniper pear and cucumber

Berthas Revenge Irish Milk Gin  40%    £4.25
The complexity of Bertha is evident and enthralling. The whey alcohol base comes to the fore on the palate 

Effortlessly smooth from the start, sweet orange and peppery & is joined in with cumin, clove and cardamom.

Gin.



England
Bathtub  43.3%   £6.10
An extraordinary, award-winning gin, produced by the enigmatic Professor Cornelius Ampleforth. A copper 

pot-still spirit is infused with ingredients including Juniper, Orange Peel, Coriander, Cinnamon & Cloves.

Beefeater  40%   £4.50
Based on James Burrough’s original 19th century recipe, the botanicals in beefeater gin are steeped for 24

hours prior to distillation resulting in a complex, yet perfectly balanced gin of depth & integrity.

Beefeater 24  45%   £4.50
The 12 natural ingredients of Beefeater 24 are sourced from around the world. Hand-prepared grapefruit

and Seville orange peel add a tangy note to the aromatic influence of Japanese and Chinese teas.

Beefeater Pink  37.5%   £4.50
The soft fruit flavours of strawberry tune perfectly with classic notes of juniper and citrus to produce a 

finely balanced contemporary London gin with a hint of sweet strawberry.

Beefeater Blood Orange  37.5%   £4.50
The fresh citrus flavours of blood orange tune perfectly with the classic notes of juniper and citrus of 

Beefeater Gin.

Bloom  40%    £4.50
Bloom London dry gin is not quite like any other premium gin. It is a light, delicate and floral gin with a

totally unique slightly sweet taste created by a bespoke blend of 3 botanicals: honeysuckle, chamomile 

and pomelo.

Bombay Sapphire  40%   £4.50
Bombay Sapphire’s recipe is based on 10 botanicals. They include the traditional gin botanicals such as

juniper berries, citrus, angelica and orris root. Then comes the addition of coriander, liquorice, cassia bark,

almonds, cubeb berries and West African grains of paradise.

Brockman’s  40%   £5.50
An intriguing and unique bond of flavours. The Bulgarian coriander has an aromatic, almost gingery 

orange

flavour, which marries beautifully with the softer, more rounded harmonies of blueberries and blackberries.

Brokers  40%    £4.95
Brokers is a brand with personality and playfulness. Creators Martin and Andy Dawson chose the image of

a bowler-hatted gentleman - an archetypal stockbroker - to reflect the fact that historically England is the

home of gin.

Bulldog  40%   £4.70
Bulldog London Dry Gin is not your grandfather’s gin, the exotic botanicals and high quality ingredients

combined with a quadruple distillation process allow for the gin to defy convention with a balanced flavour

and crisp finish.



Bulldog  40%   £4.70
Bulldog London Dry Gin is not your grandfather’s gin, the exotic botanicals and high quality ingredients

combined with a quadruple distillation process allow for the gin to defy convention with a balanced flavour

and crisp finish.

Edgerton  47%   £6.40
Edgerton is resolutely London-based and is London’s first pink gin. Coriander, angelica, juniper, orris root,

sweet orange peel, cassia bark and nutmeg are steeped together for 24 hours before they are distilled in

pure grain spirit.

Fifty Pounds  43.5%   £4.75
The distillers of this gin have privately maintained an original recipe for many years which, due to the work

involved and its high quality, it was ironically known as Fifty Pounds in honor of the Gin Act 1736.

Gordons 37.5%   £3.80
Gordon’s London Dry gin is carefully distilled using a secret recipe. The distinctively refreshing taste comes

from the finest handpicked juniper berries and a selection of other botanicals.

Gordons Pink  37.5%    £4.50
Gordons Pink is perfectly crafted to balance the refreshing taste of Gordon’s with the natural sweetness of 

raspberries and strawberries, with the tang of redcurrant served up in a unique blushing tone.

Hayman’s London Dry  40%    £4.50
A classic style of London Dry Gin created by Christopher Hayman. Distilled to a recipe of 10 botanicals,

Hayman’s London Dry is the culmination of over 40 years of Gin distillation and expertise.

King of Soho  42%    £5.60
This premium quality gin is a tribute to the King of Soho. Distilled in the heart of London using traditional

methods, it is smooth and full bodied with high citrus notes.

London No.1  47%    £5.40
This gin is made from the highest quality English grain spirit and contains 13 key botanicals. It uniquely

contains gardenia and bergamot which has the recognizable perfumed aroma most often encountered in

Earl Grey Tea.

Martin Miller’s  40%    £4.95
Made to a traditional London Dry Style in flavor profile and dryness, the gin uses a mix of ultra traditional

distilling methods allied to Martin’s own iconoclastic ‘take’ on gin distilling.

No.3 London Dry  46%   £4.95
No.3 is distilled to a proprietary recipe of Berry Bros. & Rudd, London’s oldest wine and spirit merchant.

The name No.3 refers to the address in St James Street, London which has been their home since 1698.

Ophir Oriental Spiced  40%   £4.50
Ophir is crafted with a selection of exotic hand-picked botanicals, including cubeb berries from Indonesia,

black pepper from India and coriander from Morocco.



Sipsmith  41.6%   £5.50
Sipsmith is the quintessential expression of a classic, traditional London Dry Gin. Bold, complex and

aromatic enough for a Martini, but rich and balanced, perfect for a G&T.

Star of Bombay  47.5%   £5.50
Star of Bombay is a higher-strength variant of Bombay Sapphire. The Classic notes of juniper, angelica and

coriander have been intensified, with the addition of bergamot & ambrette seeds offering extra exoticness.

Tanqueray  43.1%    £4.50
Distilled four times. Charles Tanqueray was a perfectionist who kept it simple. Four botanicals, juniper,

coriander, angelica and liquorice to create the perfect balance.

Tanqueray No.10  47.3%    £5.00
The only gin distilled with hand-picked fresh fruit and botanicals, including white grapefruit, oranges and

limes. Tanqueray No. Ten is distilled in a small batch still called ‘Tiny Ten’.

Tanqueray Rangpur  41.3%    £6.50
The rare Rangpur Lime, traditionally used to smooth down the gin brings an exotic, bold flavour to the

already perfect combination of juniper, coriander, bay leaves and ginger.

The Lakes  43.7%    £4.95
The Lakes Gin combines classic gin botanicals with locally grown bilberry, heather and meadowsweet.

Complex with floral and fruity overtones.

Whitley Neil  43%    £4.60
Although the botanicals used are blended to bring the spirit of Africa to the gin, the distillation and

blending method is English. The blending of the botanicals is done using 100% grain spirit and only the

purest water. A unique taste inspired by the Baobab ‘Tree of Life’ in south Africa & gooseberries from the

African Cape.

Scotland
Caorunn  41.8%    £5.60
Caorunn is a small batch distilled Scottish Gin infused with five Celtic botanicals. The use of 

time-honored Celtic botanicals, traditional gin plant and handcrafting process reflects their desire to 

revive traditional Celtic influences.

Edinburgh  43%    £4.80
Edinburgh Gin starts life in a revered 200 year old copper pot still. What makes this gin so unique and

distinctive are the carefully selected, notoriously soft Scottish botanicals, which are mixed with heather

and milk thistle.



Edinburgh Elderflower  20%   £4.90
Fully natural, made from 100% fresh, handpicked elderflowers. The result, after painstaking refinements 

to every subtlety of the recipe, is a clean floral nose with hints of pear, peach and grapefruit zest.

Edinburgh Raspberry  20%   £4.90
Made from a traditional family recipe using locally sourced raspberries, matured with Edinburgh Gin and

pure cane sugar. This results in a delicious deep, tart raspberry flavour. The raspberries used in this recipe

are from Perthshire, Scotland.

Edinburgh Rhubarb & Ginger  20%   £4.90
Joining Raspberry and Elderflower in the gin liqueurs range is the delectably warming marriage of

Rhubarb & Ginger. We couldn’t think of anything better than this classic combination to evoke cosy 

nights by the fire and hearty winter puddings.

Hendricks  41.1%    £4.95
Hendrick’s wondrous botanical signature consists of flowers, roots, fruits and seeds from the world over.

They function to complement and set the stage for our delicious duet of infusions: rose petal & cucumber.

Jinzu  41.3%   £7.10
Jinzu is a brand new innovative spirit that unites the flavour of gin with the creaminess of sake.

The aromas include juniper berries, floral cherry blossom and the orange and mandarin aromas of

Yuzu lemon.

The Boatinst  46%   £6.00
The Botanist, small-batch, artisanal Islay gin is produced using none of the classic gin and instead use a

heady harvest of 22 wild, native island botanicals, hand-picked by their expert foraging team.

Eden mills golf gin  47.5%   £4.75
Made in 2016 in homage to the spirit of golf in St Andrews has since became a huge success with tastes

including red clover, blueberry and star anise.

Eden mills love gin  42%   £4.75
A light blush pink gin is transformed with the addition of tropical fruits.

Japan
Ki -no- bi Kyoto dry gin  45.7%      £7.95
The first gin made in Kyoto stays true to it's local roots using only Japanese botanicals a very pleasing light 

and refreshing gin 



USA
Aviation  42%   £5.95
Aviation explores the rich, floral and savory notes of lavender, cardamom, sarsaparilla to capture the

lushness, spice, creativity and freshness of the Pacific Northwest.

Brooklyn  40%   £7.50
Brooklyn Gin is a craft spirit made in New York with fresh citrus peels and hand-cracked juniper. This gin is

fresh, complex, and flavourful. Winning a double gold medal at the 2015 New York World Wine & Spirits

Competition, a gold medal at the 2015 San Francisco World Spirits Competition, a gold medal at the 2015

Craft Competition, and 91 points and a rating of “Excellent, Highly Recommended” at the 2015 Ultimate

Spirits Challenge.

Death’s Door  47%   £6.25
This gin has a surprisingly simple botanical mix of juniper berries, coriander and fennel. Using juniper

berries that grow wild on Washington Island with coriander and fennel sourced from within the state.

France
Daffy’s  43.4%    £5.95
Daffy's Small Batch Premium Gin is made with grain spirit from northern France, which is then distilled

using a copper pot still. The distillers use a selection of eight botanicals for Daffy's Gin, including juniper,

Lebanese mint, coriander, angelica root, Spanish lemon and orange peels, cassia bark and orris root.

G’Vine Floraison  40%   £5.50
In mid June the vine flower blossoms to life for a few days only before giving birth to a grape berry. This

period is called Floraison in French. G’Vine captures the essence and the warmth of this summer arrival.

G’Vine Nouaison  43.9%   £5.50
G’Vine Nouaison captures the emotion around the blossoming period of the grapes and its silver grey

bottle embodies the unique and vibrant concentration of energy, intensity and spiciness of this phase.

Gold 999.9  40%   £9.50
The botanists of gin Gold 999.9 make it very special with tangerine, almonds, ginger, violet, coriander,

angelica root, cinnamon, gentian, poppy and juniper. There is an almond finish with subtle notes of vanilla.

Citadelle  44%   £7.00
The original French gin with 19 different botanicals used to create it's unique flavour .



Germany
Monkey 47  47%   £6.95
A dry gin this is made from local spring water in the German Black Forest using 47 different

botanicals and aged in stoneware barrels.

Monkey 47 Sloe  29%    £7.95
Masterfully handcrafted and unfiltered sloe gin, this is unique in complexity while accentuating

British traditions and the nativeness of the Black Forest.

Spain 
Puerto de India's classic  37.5%    £4.20
Made in the oldest distillery in Andalusia has a palate of mild with hints of juniper liquorice and star anise

Gin Mare  42.7%    £5.95
Inspired by Mediterranean flavours, this is a fantastic Spanish gin. Made with botanicals including

rosemary, arbequina olive, basil, thyme and mandarin. All packaged in a beautifully distinctive bottle.

Belgium
Buss No.509 Pink Grapefruit  40%    £9.00
Packed with citrus notes, this Buss No.509 gin features red Californian grapefruit as a botanical,

along with juniper, coriander, liquorice, angelica, vanilla, cardamom, iris, orange and lemon.

Copperhead  40%    £8.95
There are 5 botanicals in this gin - juniper, cardamom, orange peel, angelica root and coriander.

This was named after an alchemist who was searching for the elixir of life.

Italy 
Malfy  41%    £4.50
Made in the outskirts of Turin this gin transforms you back to your childhood with the strong

taste of lemon sherbet.

Malfy Blood Orange  41%    £4.50
A bright, vibrant Italian gin, with the Sicilian blood oranges bringing plenty of juicy, sweet,

refreshing notes to the table.

Malfy Pink Grapefruit  41%    £4.50
A bright refreshing flavored gin

with a zesty and citrusy taste of pink grapefruit, with a rich, long juniper finish.



Whiskey.Also Whisky

Sipsmith  41.6%   £5.50
Sipsmith is the quintessential expression of a classic, traditional London Dry Gin. Bold, complex and

aromatic enough for a Martini, but rich and balanced, perfect for a G&T.

Star of Bombay  47.5%   £5.50
Star of Bombay is a higher-strength variant of Bombay Sapphire. The Classic notes of juniper, angelica and

coriander have been intensified, with the addition of bergamot & ambrette seeds offering extra exoticness.

Tanqueray  43.1%    £4.50
Distilled four times. Charles Tanqueray was a perfectionist who kept it simple. Four botanicals, juniper,

coriander, angelica and liquorice to create the perfect balance.

Tanqueray No.10  47.3%    £5.00
The only gin distilled with hand-picked fresh fruit and botanicals, including white grapefruit, oranges and

limes. Tanqueray No. Ten is distilled in a small batch still called ‘Tiny Ten’.

Tanqueray Rangpur  41.3%    £6.50
The rare Rangpur Lime, traditionally used to smooth down the gin brings an exotic, bold flavour to the

already perfect combination of juniper, coriander, bay leaves and ginger.

The Lakes  43.7%    £4.95
The Lakes Gin combines classic gin botanicals with locally grown bilberry, heather and meadowsweet.

Complex with floral and fruity overtones.

Whitley Neil  43%    £4.60
Although the botanicals used are blended to bring the spirit of Africa to the gin, the distillation and

blending method is English. The blending of the botanicals is done using 100% grain spirit and only the

purest water. A unique taste inspired by the Baobab ‘Tree of Life’ in south Africa & gooseberries from the

African Cape.

Scotland
Caorunn  41.8%    £5.60
Caorunn is a small batch distilled Scottish Gin infused with five Celtic botanicals. The use of 

time-honored Celtic botanicals, traditional gin plant and handcrafting process reflects their desire to 

revive traditional Celtic influences.

Edinburgh  43%    £4.80
Edinburgh Gin starts life in a revered 200 year old copper pot still. What makes this gin so unique and

distinctive are the carefully selected, notoriously soft Scottish botanicals, which are mixed with heather

and milk thistle.

Ireland
Bushmills Irish Whiskey  40%   £3.60
Bushmills Black Bush  40%   £3.80
Bushmills 21 year old  40%   £16.50
Bushmills 10yr  40%   £4.50
Bushmills 16yr  40%    £8.50
Jameson  40%   £3.80
Jameson Caskmates  40%   £3.80
Jameson Black Barrel  40%   £4.50
Jameson Crested Ten  40%   £3.80
Jameson Special Reserve 12yr  40%   £5.50
Powers Gold Label  40%   £3.70
Powers Three Swallow Single Pot Still  40%   £4.00
Teeling Whiskey Small Batch  46%   £4.00
Teeling Whiskey Single Grain  46%   £4.50
Teeling Whiskey Single Malt  46%    £4.65
Red Breast Single Pot Still 12yr  40%   £5.20
Red Breast Single Pot Still 15yr  46%   £8.20
Tullamore Dew  40%    £4.50
Midleton Very Rare  40%    £16.50
Green Spot Single Pot Still  40%    £4.00
Yellow Spot Single Pot Still  46%   £5.50
Irish Mist  35%    £3.80
Tyrconnel Single Malt  40%    £4.50
Roe & Co  45%    £4.50



Before there was whiskey, there was poitín. Poitín was the origin of the species, the original “water of 

life”. It’s Ireland’s gift to the world, one of the first spirits ever to be distilled. Traditionally made from 

malted barley, sugar beet and potatoes. Distilled with expertise, reverence & craft, distillers reputations 

were made orbroken on the quality of their spirit, using various styles & methods. 

Scotland
Stewarts Cream of the Barley  40%    £3.60
The Famous Grouse  40%     £3.60
Drambuie Blended Scotch  40%    £3.60
Monkey Shoulder Triple Malt Scotch  40%   £5.50

America / Canada
Wild Turkey 101 Proof Kentucky Straight Bourbon  50.5%  £5.50
Maker’s Mark Kentucky Straight Bourbon  45%   £5.50
Jim Beam Kentucky Straight Bourbon 4yr  40%   £4.50
Jack Daniels  40%       £4.10
Jack Daniels Single Barrel Select  45%    £8.00
Gentleman Jack  40%      £8.95
Southern Comfort  35%      £4.00
Canadian Club  40%      £3.80
Bulleit Bourbon  40%      £5.25
Bulleit 95 Rye Small Batch  40%     £5.25

Japan
Hibiki Japanese Harmony  43%      £10.50
The Hakushu Single Malt  43%      £8.50

poitin

Glendalough  40%        £4.50
Micil  44%         £5.50



Tea / Co�ee / Liqueur Co�ee
Tea        £2.00
Herbal Tea (Peppermint, Green, Chamomile)    £2.50
Americano       £2.25
Espresso       £2.25
Double Espresso       £2.50
Cappuccino       £2.50
Latte        £2.50
Mocha        £2.50
Hot Chocolate       £2.80
Glass Milk / Pint Milk     £1.00 / £1.40
Flavoured Coffee (Caramel, Hazelnut, Vanilla, Mint)   £2.95

Irish Coffee       £5.95
Calypso Coffee       £5.95
Coffee Royale       £5.95
Baileys Coffee       £5.95
Hot Whiskey       £5.50
Hot Port        £5.50
Hot Brandy       £5.50

Hot Drinks.

with Alcohol.

Hot Drinks Available to Takeaway



Check out our
BIG SCREENS FOR INFORMATION 

OUT OUR DELICIOUSCheck

GIN OF THE
MONTH
. . . . . . . . . . . .

COCKTAIL
OF THE WEEK

IRISH GIN TREE  £45



Heineken   £3.60

Carlsberg    £3.60

Peroni     £3.80

Erdinger     £4.00

Kopparberg strawberry and lime   £4.10

Bees knees     £4.95

Strawberry daiquiri     £5.50

Nojito     £5.50

Alcoholic
Drinks

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

N�-



Wine &
Sparkling



Terrapura SAUVIGNON BLANC                    £4.75       £6.25      £16.95
Central Valley, Chile    

Classic Chilean Sauvignon with fresh tropical & pear fruits, backed up nicely by some zesty lime, 

makes the mouth water!   

Woolloomooloo CHARDONNAY  £4.75 £6.25 £16.95
South East Australia
It offers enticing aromas of crisp green apple and spice with hints of vanilla. This Chardonnay is 

smooth and balanced on the palate and finishes with lingering flavors of honey and apple pie.  

La Casada PINOT GRIGIO   £4.95 £6.50 £18.95
Veneto, Italy
Soft, fresh & subtle. Honeyed, floral aromas are joined on the palate with apple & lemon flavours. 

Deakin Estate CHARDONNAY  £4.95 £6.50 £18.95
New South Wales, Australia    
A delicious Chardonnay that delivers on fruit flavour without being over-the-top. Ripe pear, 

nectarine and custard apple aromas with subtle oak characters adding intriguing complexity.  

Deakin Estate SAUVIGNON BLANC  £4.95 £6.50 £18.95
New South Wales, Australia
This Aussie is vibrant, refreshing and crisp. On the palette it has lively tropical fruits, gooseberry 

and hints of lime.   

Riviera SAUVIGNON BLANC   £4.95 £6.50 £18.95
Vin de France
This classic wine has an intense aroma full of gooseberry and citrus. This palette is fresh, crispy 

and full, with a long aromatic finish.  

The Jumper SAUVIGNON BLANC  £5.75 £7.75 £23.95
Marlborough, New Zealand
Exuberant and brimming with personality, the refreshing acidity ensures that it works equally 

well with food or on its own, time to enjoy! 

The Holy Snail SAUVIGNON BLANC  £5.95 £7.95 £24.95
Loire Valley, France
Revered for its aromatic, juicy flesh, le Petit-Gris or Holy Snail is the gastropod that gastronomes 

prize the most. A modern day Classic. 

Vignobles Fontan SAUVIGNON & GROS MANSENG  £26.95
Cotes de Gascogne    
An unknown Gem! This blending with blackcurrent, pear, peach, pineapple & exotic fruit aromas is 

rich and rounded. A truly stunning wine.

W H I T E S 175ML 250ML BOTTLE



Woolloomooloo SHIRAZ                    £4.75       £6.25      £16.95
South East Australia.  Smooth & rich on the palate with spicy flavours of luscious dark berry fruits, 

the balanced tannins help to deliver a tremendously concentrated finish. A great partner with 

earthy, spicy foods such as Mexican or Cajun dishes.

Terrapura CABERNET SAUVIGNON                     £4.75       £6.25       £16.95
Central Valley, Chile.  Currant notes with hints of tarragon and vanilla. Medium to full bodied. Well 

balanced, excellent structure, and a medium to long finish.

Terrapura MERLOT                      £4.75       £6.25       £16.95
Central Valley, Chile.  
Deliciously ripe & juicy, filled with hints of intense berries accompanied by a pleasant seasoned elusiveness 

Riviera PINOT NOIR                                   £4.95       £6.50      £18.95
South of France.  Exceptionally smooth wine with soft, silky tannins, red fruit aromas and flavours of 

cherry. This Pinot Noir is made in the modern style and is great with lamb, mild cheeses and salads.

Deakin Estate SHIRAZ                     £4.95       £6.50      £18.95
New South Wales, Australia.  Good punchy Shiraz aromas of mulberry and plum, supported by hints of 

vanilla & coffee oak. The palate is juicy, spicy & satisfying, with a rounded finish. 

Deakin Estate CABERNET SAUVIGNON              £4.95       £6.50      £18.95
New South Wales, Australia.  Smooth, rich and powerful, the palette gives blackcurrent, plum, hints of 

chocolate & spice. A good accompaniment with roast lamb & cheese platters.    

La Vaca Gorda MALBEC                               £5.25       £6.75       £19.95
Mendoza, Argentina.  Aromas of plum & blackberries with hints of sweet spice. A well balanced, fresh & 

smooth wine that will partner well with any red meat dish.

Fork Handles GRANACHA/SYRAH                        £5.25       £6.75       £19.95 
Carinena, Spain.  A rich, concentrated blend of juicy Garnache & peppery Syrah. Reminiscent of a 

supercharged Cotes de Rhone, wonderful with Chargrilled steaks and Barbeques.

Austral RIOJA                      £5.50       £7.50       £22.95
Spain, Riojia.  Cherry and Blackberry aromas accompanied by Mediterranean herb aromatics on the 

nose, with red cherry and strawberry fruits. This new style Rioja is simply superb!

Porta 6 TINTO                      £5.75       £7.75       £23.95
Lisboa, Portugal.  Jammy forest fruit flavours combined with heady aromas of violets and touches of 

spice. Supple, chewy tannins provide texture and length.

Esprit De Fonrozoy BORDEAUX          £24.95
Bordeaux, France.  A thoroughly modern full bodied claret full of ripe dark fruit and blackberry 

aromas with a fresh yet concentrated palate.

R E D S 175ML 250ML BOTTLE



Sutterhome ROSÉ                     £4.75       £6.25      £16.95

California, USA    
Light and fruity, one of California’s most popular wines.

 

     

Gran Passione PROSECCO                        £23.95
Abruzzo, Italy     
Apple blossom and slight peachy nose, bright and fresh.

Romeo And Juliet PROSECCO         £29.95
Veneto, Italy  
Boasting aromatic notes of apple, citrus and white flowers, this prosecco is the ideal aperitif.   

Laurent Perrier CHAMPAGNE         £95.00
France    

Delicate yet complex, fresh and well-balanced with hints of citrus and white fruits. Well defined, 

subtly rounded with expressive flavours.   

Moet And Chandon CHAMPAGNE          £65.00
France    

Vibrant, generous and alluring, the Moët Impérial style is distinguished by a bright fruitiness with 

notes of green apple and white flowers. 

Veuve Cliquot CHAMPAGNE          £65.00
France 

Medium straw, yellow color; complex aromas of ripe apple and light cream, excellent depth and 

persistence; medium bodied, active and layered on the palate; dry, medium acidity, well balanced; 

bright & beautiful ripe fruit and cream in the flavors; medium finish, lasting impression in the aftertaste

Scavi & Ray PROSECCO                                                  £7.25
Delicately fruity, slightly smoky aroma with notes of pear, citrus and vanilla finished with a

gentle sweetness.

Bees Knees Sparkling NON ALCOHOLIC       £4.95
Vegan friendly, gluten free, low calories, non alcoholic.

R O S É 175ML 250ML BOTTLE

175ML 250ML BOTTLES P A R K L I N G
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